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Abstract

A transformation-based Web site can keep the content of
a Web site consistent by furnishing a single database and
a set of transformation programs, each of which generates
a Web page. However, when someone notices an error or
stale content on a Web page in this style of Web site con-
struction, the Web site maintainer must access a possibly
huge database to update the corresponding content.

This paper proposes a new approach to Web site con-
struction based on bidirectional transformation, together
with a practical updating system, Vu-X. Because of the
bidirectionality of the transformations, users can directly
modify a generated Web page rather than accessing the
database and the modification is automatically reflected in
the database. The Vu-X system is also implemented as a
Web server so that users can edit it in WYSIWYG style on
their Web browsers. Since the Vu-X system employs a bidi-
rectional transformation language Bi-X to describe bidirec-
tional transformations, we can obtain both transformations
only by specifying a transformation in one direction.

Keywords Web site maintenance, XML transformation,
Bidirectional transformation, Web site generation, HTML
editor

1 Introduction

Maintaining a Web site is costly and time-consuming
[15], which requires consistent and frequent updating of the
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content to maintain its freshness and quality. The main-
tenance problem generally covers any type of update to a
Web site, including recognizing its structure and modifying
its content. A more specific problem has to do with repli-
cated information: it is onerous for Web site administrators
to avoid inconsistency between all Web pages provided on
their own Web site because some of the pages may contain
the same information, which should be synchronized.

A natural solution to this problem is to prepare a single
database that lumps the information for all Web pages on
the Web site, and to consider a Web site as a set of views
that are generated from some existing raw data (database)
[2, 8, 9] through transformation programs. We call this
transformation-based Web site construction. This helps to
easily keep all Web pages consistent since all pages are gen-
erated from the same database. Figure 1 shows a simple
instance of such transformation-based Web site construc-
tion. The database is usually constructed in XML format,
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Figure 1. Transformation-based Web site
construction
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Figure 2. Bidirectional transformation be-
tween XML data and HTML sources

which is convenient for describing structured information.
Transformation programs p1, . . . , pn are used to generate
an HTML source corresponding to a Web page from the
XML data. Typically, these programs are written in XSLT
[19].

Transformation-based Web site construction, however, is
not as good at frequently updating its content as simple Web
site construction that consists of a set of independent HTML
files. When someone points out an error or stale content on
a page at the Web site, it is not easy to find which part of the
database should be updated, particularly when the database
is very huge or when the maintainer is not the person who
designed the database. It would be nice if we could correct
errors, update content, or change the layout just by edit-
ing the HTML view of the Web page, which results from
the transformation, instead of accessing the database to up-
date it. Furthermore, it would be ideal if we could edit Web
pages on Web browsers in WYSIWYG style.

This paper proposes a new approach to solving the Web
maintenance problem based on bidirectional transforma-
tion, together with a practical updating system, Vu-X. We
divide the problem into two parts, i.e., how to edit Web
pages on Web browsers in WYSIWYG style and how to
reflect modifications of the HTML source to the original
database. The former is attained by adding JavaScript to
the HTML source. The latter, which is more difficult, is ac-
complished by a novel use of bidirectional transformation
[10, 13, 17], which is a new technique for synchronizing
data.

Bidirectional transformation involves a pair of transfor-
mations: forward transformation maps one data structure
called a source onto another called a view, and backward
transformation reflects changes in the view to the source.
Bidirectional transformation has many practical applica-
tions including the synchronization of replicated data in dif-

ferent formats [10], presentation-oriented structured docu-
ments development [13], interactive user interface design
[18], coupled software transformation [14], and the well-
known mechanism for view updating, which has been inten-
sively studied in the database community [3, 5, 11, 12, 16].

In our approach shown in Figure 2, forward transforma-
tion pi transforms XML data into an HTML source, while
backward transformation p̃i reflects a modification of the
HTML source to the database. Since the HTML source gen-
erated by forward transformation generally does not have
sufficient information to construct the corresponding XML
data, backward transformation takes not only an updated
HTML source but also the original XML data to generate
the updated XML data. These two transformations, pi and
p̃i, should be consistent with each other. We chose a bidi-
rectional XML transformation language Bi-X [17] to spec-
ify the bidirectional transformation. One advantage of using
Bi-X is that a program written in the Bi-X language only de-
scribes forward transformation and the corresponding back-
ward transformation is automatically derived.

We have implemented a Web site updating system, Vu-
X 1, which facilitates the maintenance of a Web site based
on bidirectional transformation. The Vu-X system has five
main features:

• We can easily maintain consistency between mul-
tiple Web pages on the Web site by means of
transformation-based Web site construction.

• We can edit a generated HTML source itself based
on bidirectional transformation. The modifications are
automatically reflected to the XML data.

• We do not need to specify two transformations to at-
tain a bidirectional transformation using the Bi-X lan-
guage. It suffices to only specify forward transforma-
tion. Backward transformation consistent with the for-
ward one is automatically derived.

• We can edit both HTML sources and Bi-X programs
in WYSIWYG style. The Vu-X system provides two
editing modes, content updating and code editing, the
former allowing us to edit HTML sources and the latter
Bi-X programs.

• We do not need to install any special software to use
the Vu-X system. The editor for HTML sources and
Bi-X programs is provided as a Web application, i.e.,
it runs on Web browsers. WYSIWYG editing on Web
browsers is accomplished with the help of JavaScript.

1The system can be played with Web browsers such as Internet Ex-
plorer and Firefox and its URL is http://www.psdlab.org/vux/
start.html. You may login with your email address for ID and no pass-
word is required to try our system while possible operations are limited for
security.



The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
start by giving an overview of the Vu-X system with some
examples of practical situations in Section 2. After sum-
marizing the basic ideas of bidirectional transformation and
the bidirectional transformation language Bi-X used in our
system in Section 3, we explain the architecture and the im-
plementation of our Vu-X Web site updating system in Sec-
tion 4. We discuss related work in Section 5, and conclude
the paper in Section 6.

2 Overview of Vu-X System

This section explains how users maintain a Web site with
the Vu-X system, giving some examples of practical situa-
tions. The Vu-X system is implemented as a Web appli-
cation that runs on Internet Explorer or Firefox. Users are
not required to install special software to employ the Vu-X
system.

Users start the Vu-X system for updating their own Web
sites by logging in with a correct password. The XML data
and Bi-X programs for the Web site are registered through
the Vu-X system. After logging in, they open a small win-
dow to select the name of the XML data and Bi-X program
that corresponds to the Web page they want to edit. Here,
users have to choose either of two modes, content updating
or code editing. In the former, they can update information
in the XML data through editing the corresponding HTML
source. In the latter mode, they can edit the Bi-X program
or create a new Bi-X program from scratch. Both modes
provides a WYSIWYG editor that runs on Web browsers.
We generally employ the content-updating mode to edit the
content of the Web site and the code-editing mode to change
or define the layout.

When users select the name of the XML data and Bi-
X program, the corresponding Web page is loaded on their
Web browser as seen in Figure 3 no matter which mode is
chosen. The Web page to be updated is displayed at the
lower right of the Web browser. The HTML source for the
Web page is generated from the designated XML data and
Bi-X program. It contains a JavaScript code so that users
can edit it on the Web browser and reflect the change to the
XML data or Bi-X program. Let us look at some situations
involving editing or updating Web pages.

Changing email address Assume that users want to
change an email address that occurs many times on the Web
page. The email address may occur at the footer of all Web
pages on the Web site. If all occurrences are generated
from the same part of the XML data, it suffices for users
to click and edit just one of the occurrences on the Web
browser. Then, the other occurrences of the email address
are automatically updated because the corresponding part of
the XML data is updated through backward transformation
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Figure 3. Screenshot of Vu-X system

and forward transformation modifies all occurrences of the
email address. This editing is done in the content-updating
mode.

Updating publication list Assume that users want to up-
date a list of publications sorted by year in descending order.
The XML data contain the information on all publications
including the title, author(s), and year of publication for all
entries. The Bi-X program describes a (forward) transfor-
mation from the XML data to an HTML source for the Web
page for the publication list. The list is represented as a
ul component in the HTML source. When users click it,
a small window pops up for them to edit the items in the
list (Figure 4). The window contains a list of items in the
ul component and several buttons for editing functions and
reflecting the updates. The Vu-X system supplies three edit-
ing functions for a ul component, i.e., modification to an
item, deletion of an item, and insertion of a new item. Users
can also copy and paste an existing item. When they want
to modify the year of a publication, they click the publica-
tion item to open another editing window. Since the item
consists of multiple HTML components as

<li>
<span>K. Nakano</span>...<span>2006</span>

</li>,
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Figure 4. Editing a ul component on the Web browser

the small window that has opened graphically shows these
components, each of which opens another editing window
for the HTML component by clicking it. Users click the
component <span>2006</span>, which represents the
year of publication, to modify the text into 2005. After the
modification, they click the “OK” button to close each win-
dow and reflect the modification in the previous small win-
dow. When all small windows are closed, the Web page on
the Web browser is reloaded. Interestingly, the occurrence
of the publication in the list will be automatically moved
because the year of publication is changed. This is, as far
as we are aware, one of the unique functions that cannot be
found in other Web site maintenance systems. This editing
is done in the content-updating mode.

Changing layout of Web page Assume that users want to
change the layout of a Web page from a table-based style
into a div-based one. In a transformation-based Web site
construction, this kind of information about layout styles is
specified by the transformation program but not the XML
data. Therefore, what users should do in this situation is to
modify the transformation program. The Vu-X system pro-
vides a function to edit Bi-X programs with a graphical user
interface. Users can place arbitrary HTML components on
the Web page to create a Bi-X program that generates the
HTML components by forward transformation. An HTML
component that depends on the XML data is added or mod-
ified through the Bi-X code builder, which will be explained
in Section 4. Since the Vu-X system shows how the Web
page is generated from the actual XML data when editing a
Bi-X program, users can easily update the layout of the Web
page. This editing is done in the code-editing mode.

3 Bidirectional Transformation and Bi-X
Language

This section summarizes the general concept of bidi-
rectional transformation and gives a brief introduction to
a bidirectional XML transformation language, Bi-X, which
serves as a basis for our Vu-X Web site updating system.

3.1 Bidirectional Transformation

Bidirectional transformation [10], originating from the
view-updating technique in the database community [3, 5,
11, 12, 16], involves a pair of transformations between a
source and its view: the first transformation, called forward
transformation, maps sources to views and is used to reflect
changes in a source in its view. The second transformation,
called backward transformation, maps views to sources and
is used to reflect changes in a view in its source. Since a
view generally has less information than its source, back-
ward transformation takes not only an changed view but
also the original source to generate a source corresponding
to the new view.

It is difficult to describe the two transformation programs
for well-behaved bidirectional transformation because they
must be consistent. When a view is generated from a
source by forward transformation, backward transformation
must generate the same source for the view and the source.
Therefore, we need to simultaneously maintain forward and
backward transformation. Many bidirectional transforma-
tion languages, such as Lens [10], X/Inv [13], and Bi-X
[17], have been proposed to support easy bidirectional pro-
gramming. Even if our framework does not depend on
any specific bidirectional language, we chose Bi-X (as will
be discussed later in detail), for which we developed over
20,000 lines of code in our experiment.



<xseq>
<xchild/>
<xmap>
<xif><xwithtag>author</xwithtag>
<xid/>
<xconst/>

</xif>
</xmap>

</xseq>

Figure 5. Bi-X program

3.2 Bi-X: Bidirectional Transformation
Language

The Bi-X bidirectional transformation language has been
presented by Liu et al. [17]. A program written in Bi-X
specifies a bidirectional transformation between two XML
documents (or XML fragments). The main feature of Bi-
X is that all programs have two semantics corresponding to
forward and backward transformation. It suffices to write
a Bi-X program only as forward transformation. Program-
mers do not need to consider the consistency between for-
ward and backward transformation to specify bidirectional
transformation. See [17] for details on the Bi-X language
and its theoretical background.

A Bi-X program is written in XML format. Figure 5
shows a small example taken from a Bi-X program. It can
informally be read as follows: sequentially transform the
data by first obtaining all their children and then for each
child retaining these if they have the tag of author and
otherwise omitting them. On one hand, forward transforma-
tion using this program takes an XML document in which
the root element has some child elements whose tag name
is author and returns a list that consists of all author
elements. For example, when an XML document S is

<paper>
<title>Vu-X system</title>
<author>Keisuke Nakano</author>
<author>Zhenjiang Hu</author>
<section>...</section>

</paper>

which is offered as an input of the forward transformation
of the program, output V is

<author>Keisuke Nakano</author>
<author>Zhenjiang Hu</author>.

On the other hand, if a new author

<author>Masato Takeichi</author>

is inserted into V , backward transformation will return an
XML document that is obtained by adding the author el-
ement to S.

<xlet><var>doc</var>
<xseq>
<xconst><root/></xconst>
<xpar>
<xseq>
<xvar>doc</xvar><xchild/>

</xseq>
<xvar>doc</xvar>

</xpar>
</xseq>

</xlet>

Figure 6. Bi-X program with duplication

Consider another example of a Bi-X program in Figure 6.
This illustrates that a Bi-X program can deal with duplica-
tion. It is generally difficult to attain bidirectional transfor-
mation for a program including duplication because a dupli-
cated view should be synchronized for every update. Dupli-
cation in a Bi-X program is described by binding a variable
(doc in the example program) and using it in many places.
When the program takes XML source S of

<body>
<section>A</section>
<section>B</section>

</body>,

output V of forward transformation is

<root>
<section>A</section>
<section>B</section>
<body>
<section>A</section>
<section>B</section>

</body>
</root>.

If either text B in V is changed into C, the backward trans-
formation of the program will return S in which B is re-
placed with C. Applying forward transformation to XML
again, we will have XML view V in which both texts B in
V are synchronized to be text C.

Even though Bi-X language helps us to describe a consis-
tent bidirectional transformation, it is still difficult to write
a large Bi-X program for practical use. To facilitate Bi-X
programming, the Vu-X system provides a graphical user
interface to generate a Bi-X program. Users may also em-
ploy a interpretation tool from an XQuery program to a Bi-X
program [17].

4 Vu-X: Web Site Updating System

The Vu-X system provides an integrated environment to
maintain a Web site based on bidirectional transformation.
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It is a kind of transform-based Web site as shown in Figure 1
where transformations p1, . . . , pn are bidirectional. This
section presents the architecture of the Vu-X system and ex-
plains how the two updating modes introduced in Section 2
are implemented in the Vu-X system.

4.1 Architecture of Vu-X system

The Vu-X system is implemented as a Web server based
on Apache Tomcat so that users can update their own Web
site through Web browsers and special software is required
to install it.

Figure 7 outlines the architecture of the Vu-X sys-
tem. The system consists of five parts: the XML and
Bi-X database, Bi-X processor, editable HTML generator,
HTML-embedded Bi-X editor, and Bi-X code builder. We
will explain these one by one.

XML and Bi-X database It stores the XML data and Bi-
X programs registered by users. Each XML data or Bi-X
program is accessed by authorized users with its identifier
and read/write instruction. Note that all Web pages on the
Web site are generated by the forward transformation of the
Bi-X programs from the XML data.

Bi-X processor It executes the forward/backward trans-
formation for a given Bi-X program. The forward trans-
formation takes the identifier of the XML data and returns
an HTML source. The backward transformation takes the
identifiers of the XML data and an updated HTML source
and returns updated XML data.

Web

Browser
XML Data

Bi-X
Programs

HTMLHTML+JS

Editable
HTML
Generator

Bi-X Processor

           (forward)

Figure 8. Initial action in content-updating
mode

Editable HTML generator It adds a JavaScript code to a
given HTML source and creates an editable HTML, which
allows us to edit it on Web browsers. The obtained editable
HTML and the original HTML source have the same view
on Web browsers, except when users click a component of
the view of the editable HTML on the Web browser and a
small window pops up for them to edit the component. This
part is employed in the content-updating mode.

HTML-embedded Bi-X editor It provides a WYSIWYG
HTML editor that runs on Web browsers. Users can also
insert multiple Bi-X programs together with HTML compo-
nents. This editor can generally create an HTML source that
contains Bi-X programs, called an HTML-embedded Bi-X
program, which will be discussed in detail in the following
subsection. This part is employed in the code-editing mode.

Bi-X code builder It provides a graphical user interface
to enable Bi-X programs to be easily constructed. Users can
write a Bi-X program using actual XML data that is an input
of forward transformation. The Bi-X code builder shows a
partial result of the transformation for each fragment of the
Bi-X program. This part is employed in the code-editing
mode.

The Vu-X system provides two modes for updating a Web
site, content updating and code editing, as shown in Sec-
tion 2. The following subsections explain how these up-
dating modes are implemented with these five parts of the
Vu-X system.
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4.2 Content Updating

Figure 8 outlines an initial action in the content-updating
mode. Content updating starts with a user’s request to the
Vu-X system with the identifiers of the XML data and a
Bi-X program. The Vu-X system executes forward transfor-
mation of the Bi-X program for the designated XML data
through the Bi-X processor to obtain a transformation result
that is an HTML source. Next, the editable HTML genera-
tor of the Vu-X system adds a JavaScript code to the HTML
source so that users can edit it on their Web browsers. The
JavaScript code does not change the layout on the Web
browsers.

The JavaScript code plays two roles. The first is to al-
low us to edit in WYSIWYG style for several kinds of
HTML components. Possible editing depends on the kind
of clicked component. For example, a text component al-
lows us to edit its text data and a ul component allows us
to modify an item on the list, delete an item, or insert a
new item as explained in Section 2. The second role of the
JavaScript code is to transmit an updated HTML source to
the Vu-X system by clicking the “OK” button to finish edit-
ing. The transmitted HTML source does not include the
added JavaScript code.

Figure 9 shows how the Vu-X system treats the updated
HTML transmitted from the Web browser. The updated
HTML is passed to the Bi-X processor to execute backward
transformation of the Bi-X program with the original XML
data to update the XML data in the database. Then, the Vu-
X system again calls the Bi-X processor for forward trans-
formation of the Bi-X program with the updated XML data.
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Figure 10. Code-editing mode

It generates a new HTML source corresponding to the up-
dated XML data. Note that the HTML source is not always
the same as the HTML source updated by users because
the edited part may influence the other part in the HTML
source where the Bi-X program contains duplication. After
forward transformation, the Vu-X system generates the ed-
itable HTML source by again adding a JavaScript code to
the obtained HTML source. Then, users can edit the other
component on the Web page to update the content of the
XML data.

4.3 Code Editing Mode

Like content updating, code editing starts with a user’s
request to the Vu-X system with the identifiers of the XML
data and a Bi-X program2. In the code-editing mode, users
edit an HTML-embedded Bi-X program through a graphical
user interface using the HTML-embedded Bi-X editor of the
Vu-X system. An HTML-embedded Bi-X program has a
form analogous to PHP or JSP, e.g,

<html>
<head><title>Vu-X</title></head>
<body>
<h1>Vu-X system</h1>
<bixpro>... Bi-X program1 ...</bixpro>
<p>Here is a paragraph.</p>
<hr/>
<bixpro>... Bi-X program2 ...</bixpro>

</body>
</html>

where Bi-X program1 and Bi-X program2 are Bi-X
programs. An HTML-embedded Bi-X program represents

2The code-editing mode allows us also to create a new Bi-X program
from scratch.



Figure 11. Bi-X code builder

a bidirectional transformation whose forward transforma-
tion generates an HTML source obtained by replacing each
bixpro component in the program with the result of the
forward transformation of the Bi-X program in the compo-
nent. The backward transformation can be given in a sim-
ilar way. The Vu-X system provides a transformation tool
from an HTML-embedded Bi-X program to a single Bi-X
program. Both the Bi-X program and the HTML-embedded
Bi-X program are stored as a pair in the database of the Vu-
X system.

The code-editing mode supplies WYSIWYG HTML ed-
itors such as Adobe Dreamweaver [6] and Microsoft Ex-
pression Web [7]. These have two differences from the ex-
isting WYSIWYG HTML editors. The first is that users can
add bixpro components to create an HTML-embedded
Bi-X program. The Bi-X program in the bixpro com-
ponent is edited by the Bi-X code builder, which will be
explained later. The second difference is that the editor is

implemented as a Web application using JavaScript. Users
do not have to install any special applications to edit it.

When a new bixpro component is created or the exist-
ing bixpro component is clicked, the Bi-X code builder
shown in Figure 11 is invoked to edit a Bi-X program to
be inserted. The Bi-X code builder is implemented as a
Java applet that communicated with a JavaScript code in
the HTML-embedded Bi-X editor.

The Bi-X code builder helps users to write a Bi-X pro-
gram using an actual input XML. The Bi-X code builder
has several buttons and three tree views. Each button cor-
responds to a construct in the Bi-X language. When the
construct requires arguments, the Bi-X code builder opens a
prompt window to provide these. The tree view at the left
shows an abstract syntax tree of the Bi-X program that users
want to edit. There are two cursors colored green and red
in the view. The green cursor stands for the current editing
position. They can easily place a new Bi-X construct imme-



diately behind the green cursor by clicking the correspond-
ing button. The red cursor represents the previous editing
position. The tree view in the middle shows an XML tree,
which is a transformation result at the position designated
by the red cursor in the Bi-X program. The tree view at the
right shows an XML tree, which is a transformation result
at the position designated by the green cursor in the Bi-X
program. After editing a Bi-X program on the Bi-X code
builder, the editing stage returns back to that of the HTML-
embedded Bi-X editor. The bixpro component occurs as
an HTML component, which is the transformation result of
the inserted Bi-X program with the XML data, by sending a
request for forward transformation to the Bi-X processor in
the Vu-X system. Users can thus edit the HTML-embedded
Bi-X program in WYSIWYG style.

When Users click the “Save” button on the HTML-
embedded Bi-X editor, the HTML-embedded Bi-X program
is converted into a single Bi-X program so that it can be used
in the content-updating mode of the Vu-X system.

5 Discussion

This section discusses what the features are of the Vu-X
system. As explained in Section 1, there are several features
of the Vu-X system that maintain a Web site.

First, users can easily maintain consistency between
multiple Web pages on the Web site. The Vu-X system
employs a kind of transformation-based Web site construc-
tion furnished with XML data and Bi-X programs, each of
which generates a Web page from the XML data. Since
every piece of information shared by multiple Web pages
occurs once in the XML data, all occurrences of that infor-
mation in Web pages are definitely synchronized.

Second, users can edit the generated HTML source itself
based on bidirectional transformation. Modifications to the
HTML source are consequently reflected in the XML data
by the backward transformation. An HTML source is modi-
fied with a WYSIWYG editor provided by the Vu-X system
as the content-updating mode.

Third, users do not have to specify both forward and
backward transformations to attain a bidirectional transfor-
mation thanks to the bidirectional transformation language
Bi-X. It suffices to only specify forward transformation.
The corresponding backward transformation is automati-
cally derived. All transformation programs in the Vu-X sys-
tem that generate Web pages are written in Bi-X.

Fourth, users can easily generate and edit a Bi-X program
with a WYSIWYG editor provided by the Vu-X system as
the code-editing mode. They construct a Bi-X program step
by step by discerning the transformation result.

Finally, users do not have to install any special software
to work with the Vu-X system because it is implemented
as a Web application. The WYSIWYG editor in both con-

tent updating and code-editing modes runs on Web browsers
such as Firefox and Internet Explorer.

The framework of the Vu-X system can be considered
as a combination of a WYSIWYG HTML editor and bidi-
rectional transformation. Let us discuss the possibility of
replacing them using the existing technology. First, let us
consider replacing the WYSIWYG HTML editor. We have
independently developed the WYSIWYG HTML editor for
the Vu-X system so that updates on the editor can be re-
flected back to the database. If the existing WYSIWYG
HTML editor can be extended with a function for commu-
nicating with the database, the editor will be able to be used
as a front-end of the Vu-X system. Next, let us consider re-
placing bidirectional transformation language. We employ
the Bi-X language for the Vu-X system. There exist few lan-
guages for bidirectional transformation. A possible choice
is Boomerang [4]. It suffices to write a single transforma-
tion in this language to specify a bidirectional transforma-
tion like that in the Bi-X language. However, if one wants
to employ it as a back-end of the Vu-X system, it would be
nice to have an editor that allows us to write a program in
WYSIWYG style as is done by the HTML-embedded Bi-X
editor and Bi-X code builder.

6 Related work

There are dozens of WYSIWYG HTML editors, such
as Adobe Dreamweaver [6], Microsoft Expression Web [7],
and Aptana Studio [1]. Most of these, however, require
special software to be installed to employ them. Further-
more, they provide a tool for editing HTML sources one by
one. Since they do not take into account dependencies be-
tween multiple HTML sources, the Web site maintainer has
to consider their consistency, which is in sharp contrast to
transformation-based Web site construction. Although the
WYSIWYG HTML editor provided by the Vu-X system is
less powerful than existing ones in the sense that only mod-
ifications that can be reflected back to the XML data are
allowed, our approach can be applied to these by integrat-
ing them with bidirectional transformation based Web site
construction as discussed in Section 5.

The Web site construction based on bidirectional trans-
formation may remind readers of wiki or blogs, which al-
lows their contents to be updated from Web browsers. Most
of these only provides restricted editing functions and a lim-
ited number of templates for layouts. Furthermore, what
these Web pages can share is restricted information, e.g.,
the title of the Web site and an index of recent entries be-
tween multiple Web pages in the Web site. The Vu-X sys-
tem allows us to change the layout of Web pages and to
easily specify what kind of information should be shared by
describing bidirectional transformation.

Our design of the Web site maintenance system, Vu-



X, based on bidirectional transformation was greatly in-
spired by pioneering work [10, 4] on data synchroniza-
tion based on bidirectional transformation, which origi-
nated from work on view updating [3, 5, 11, 12, 16] in the
database community, where modifications to view could be
reflected back to the original database. We borrowed this
technique to enable Web site maintenance with one signifi-
cant extension: editing operations can not only modify the
view but also the transformation code, which has not been
exploited before.

7 Conclusion

This paper has proposed a novel approach to Web site
construction based on bidirectional transformation and pre-
sented an implementation of a practical updating system
called Vu-X, which can keep the content of Web sites con-
sistent by updating Web pages in WYSIWYG style on Web
browsers. Since the Vu-X system employs the Bi-X bidi-
rectional transformation language, it suffices to only spec-
ify forward transformation and the corresponding backward
transformation is automatically derived. Furthermore, the
Vu-X system provides a WYSIWYG tool to enable Bi-X
programs to be easily constructed.

Even though the Vu-X system facilitates consistent Web
site updating, it may be too difficult to introduce it to ex-
isting Web sites, because it would require them to be re-
structured with XML data and Bi-X programs from scratch
to benefit from the Vu-X system. We are considering a
“switchover” assistant tool for existing Web sites, which we
intended to develop in future work.
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